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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 27 and 29

tDocket No. 252S7; Amdt•. 27-25 and 29
29]

RIN 212D-AB35

Airworthiness Standards; Occupant
Restraint In Normal and Transport
Category-Rotorcralt

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARV: These amendments to the
airworthiness standards for normal and
transport category rotorcfaft add two
dynamic crash impact design conditions
for seat and occupant restraint systems
and increase the static design load
factors for sealing devices and items of
mass in the cabin or adjacent to the
cabin as prescribed. These amendments
also prescribe a shoulder harness for
each occupant and adopt human impact
injury criteria 8S 8 measure for occupant
protection for dynamic crash impact
conditions. These amendments,
consistent with the present state of the
art, significantly improve occupant
protection for normal and transport
category rotorcraft in a survivable
emergency landing impact mode.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 13. 1989.
FOR FUFJTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. I. H. Major. FAA. Regulations
Group, ASW-111, Rotorcraft
Directorate, Aircraft Certification
Service. Fort Worth, Texas 7619:Hl111,
telephone (817) 824-5117 or ITS 734
5117.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

These amendments are based on
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
No. 87-4 (52 FR 20938; lune 3. 1987)
which proposed to amend the rotorcraft
airworthiness standards to improve
occupant protection in normal and
transport category rotorcraft for a
survivable emergency landing impact.
Notice No. 87-4 proposed to increase
occupant protection and to assess the
capability of the occupant restraint
system and rotorcra:ft seats for B

combined vertical and longitudinal
dynamic test and for a primarily
longitudinal dynamic test which are
representative of emergency landing
impact scenarios and to improve
occupant protection from certain items
of mass in an emergency landing impact.
Occupant injury criteria were also
proposed as unique pass/fail criteria for

the seat and restraint system dynamic
test conditions. The restraint system
encompasses the seating device,
cushions, and torso restraint system.
also known 8S a safety belt and a
shoulder harness. This rulemaking
activity is one part of the FAA Aircraft
Crash Dynamics program outlined in the
Federal Regi.ter on September 21, 1984
(49 FR 37111).

In light of comments, the FAA
reopened the comment period until May
6, 1988, and also announced in the
Federal Register (53 FR 7579; March 8,
1988) that a public meeting would be
held in Fort Worth. Texas, on April 20,
1988. The viewpoints presented by
participants at the public meeting helped
the FAA clarify the issues and
counterproposals presented in response
to the notice. A copy of the meeting
transcript is contained ir,. the docket for
this rulemaking. All interested persons
have been given an opportunity to
participate in the making of these
amendments and due consideration has
been given to all matters presented. A
number of nonsubstantive changes and
minor changes of an editorial and
clarifying nature have been made to the
proposals based upon comments
received and upon further FAA review.
No comments were received relating to
the preliminary regulatory evaluation
economic impact summary contained in
the notice or to the associated economic
evaluation report filed in the docket.
Except as indicated herein, the
proposals contained in the notice have
been adopted without change.

The proposals were based on the
data, references, and conclusions
contained in Report. No. DOT/FAA/CT
85/11, "Analysi. of Rotorcraft Crash
Dynamics for Development of Improved
Crashworthiness Design Criteria," June
1985, and other data sources such as
full-scale ratorcra!t and small aircraft
impact test reports some of which were
contained in SP62Z, "Crash Dynamics of
General Aviation Aircraft," April 1985,
published by the Society of Automotive
Engineers [SAE). A copy of each report
is contained in the regulatory docket.

Since these two reports were
published in 1985, additional reports and
information have been published about
dynamic tests of aircraft seats. Much of
the information, data, and conclusions
from these tests provides: (1) Basic
aircraft impact response data; (2) seat
and anthropomorphic test dummy (ATD)
interface loads and motion; (3) human
injury assessments and the relationships
associated with the proposed impact
conditions; and (4) assessments of
aircraft seat design technology required
to comply with the proposed criteria.
This body of aircraft information. data,

and test results is also applicable, in
part, to rotorcraft designs and supports
this rulemaking activity.

Two dynamic test conditions were
proposed in Notice No. 87-4. One test is
primarily a vertical impact condition
with vertical and longitudinal loads to
simulate ground impact following a high
rate of vertical descent with the
Rotorcraft level. This condition
emphasizes occupant vertical loading
and determines the effectiveness of
design features provided to restrain and
support the occupant and to attenuate or
control the loads imposed on the
occupant. This reduces the potential for
spinal compressive injury in an impact
of this type.

The second test. a longitudinal impact
with yaw angle, simulates a horizontal
impact with a ground level obstruction
such as a sloped ground surface or rise.
This test condition provides an
assessment of the occupant restraint
system, potential secondary head
impact with structure, etc., and seat
structural performance in this mode.

Any direct correlation or relationship
between the two dynamic test
conditions was not envisioned or
intended. These two dynamic test
conditions were derived from the civil
rotorcraft accident study of Report No.
DOT/FAA/CT-f!5/11 and other
aforementioned data. These two test
conditions represent the expected
aircraft response to an emergen"cy
landing impact, measured at the cabin
floor/seat attachment, which is
transmitted to the occupant through the
seat and torso restraint system.
Accordingly, it was not intended to
include a fuselage, landing gear. or a
major part of the fuselage to
demonstrate compliance with the
proposed seat test standards.

Of course, for a seat that is an integral
part of the rotorcraft structure, the test
setup must include a sufficient part of
the fuselage to duplicate the seat and
the occupant restraint system for a
proper test. These seat dynamic test
conditions are consistent with the
structural characteristics of present
rotorcraft designs and with the general
or typical operational emergency
landing impact found. The tests also
provide for measured and meaningful
protection of occupants in normal and
transport category rotorcraft. The
occupant injury pass/fail criteria
adopted in these amendments are the
same as those proposed for small
airplanes in Notice No. 86-19 (51 FR
44878; December 12. 1986) and adopted
in Amendment 23-38 (53 FR 30802:
August 15. 1988) and are compatible
with those proposed in Notice No. 88-11
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(51 FR 25982; July 17, 1988) and adopted
in Amendment 25-64 (53 fR 11840; May
17,1988) for transport airplanes. Th"
injury criteria are also found in
Advisory Circular AC 2.1-22. "Iiljury
Criteria (or Human Exposur" to Impact."
June 20, 1985.

A major concern addressed by the
proposal for occupant injury and seat
and forso restraint system pass/f"ail
criteria is the secondary head impact
which may inflict a debilitalinginjury
and result fn concussion and possible
unconsciousnesS'. The meaSlIl'ement
proposed in Notice N" 87-( is the bead
injury criteria· fHIC) ased in Pedaral
Motor Vehicle Safety Slandard No. 2EJa
(49 CI'R 571.2OllJ. The HIe must be
applied when the results of the seat
dynamic tests show that structure or
oth... hard objects are within the
anthropomorphic test dummy's fAror
head s"ikltenvelo!",. This proposal ases
a practical alternative- dynamic seal test
procedW'1trat~ than requiring tests
with seats instaRed in thltparlicular
aircraft fu..lage design. The head
acceleration time history must be
measW'edand recorded during the seat
dynamic teste and tIlen ev.aluated
according to the lllC criteria whenever
secondary head impact may occur. Thia
allows testing a£ a seat and apprClva~

whenever installed for unique interior
and cockpit ammgements.

Spinal injarie. ocr:umng during
rotorcraft acc:idenfs are another
concern. TIle frequency or oerieus spina~

injuries versua the total &equency of
serious. injuries. in survivable helicopter
accidents is approximately 30 percent a.
shown inFigure 30 or Report No. DOTf
FAA/c:r_/U.

The Dynamic ROllp""",, Indmt (DRl)
which is basedon a singla hnnped-mass,
damped-spring m<ldel of the spine and
respective support mass haa
traditionally been nsed to predict
probability or apinal injurJ in the
perlonD.aIl£e evaluation of military
airplane ejection seata.. The DR! has
been correlated with ejeelion ..at
tes ting and service experience to
provide a Level of confidence for this
ejectioII seat applicatioIL However.
there are inhefent differences in
function, gee>metry, dynamic pulse
exposure, and occupant restraint
between civil aircraft seat.. and military
ejection. aeata. The difficul.ly e( aelecting
the most tepresentative acceleration
measurement p.oint in the Qccupant/aeat
systems makes direct application. ef the
DR! questlooable and difficult as. a
performance criterion. (or civil aircraft
seats.

As reported in SAE Paper No. 850851,
"Data ror the Development orCriteria
for General Aviation Seat BDd Restraint

System Performance." April 1985, and as.
discussed in paragraph 6(c)(5) or AC 23
22. the pelvic and spinallwnbar
compressiml load limitation or 1,SOO
pounds. [6.7 ~o newtons} prop<>aed in
the notice "' an appropriate limit to
assure a low probability a£ spinaf injury
ror rotorcraft "" well sa aiIpIane
occupants. TIle pelvic compressive load
meaSClred in the A1D ia direct. easily
measured.. and' Eequire& DO. additional
analysis. 01 interpretation to. de.termine
compli8IlCl>with the proposed standard.
In addition, seat pan acceleR8noB and
an AID spinalonmpression load
measured in a test of military helicopter
seats indif:ate aD inordinate'variauon
betwo.", lire spinal load and s.at pan
accel"'atio'" Tbeteiore. seat pan
accelerations are nat a relia.bLe
prediction.f spinal~nnlnada_

Incalized cabin Boor defonnation call
occur_. result of fuselage deformation
in a aundvable eme'll"ncy landing
impact.The simulated floor.r seat rail
displacement of 10' pitch and 100roU
will prove the ability of the seal and it"
floor or sidewall atlaf:hmenta to tolerate
such atructural deformatioo or
di~cemen'resultiDg from an impact.
Seals integral with the Insel_or
bu1kbead-mounted (without tracbl
rather than lIoor-mounled need nol be
deformed prior 10 .ondecting tho>
dynamic tests. The simulated floor
deformation speeified for the dyn""'ic
tests is nol intended too belt measure of
the floor strength or defonnalion
capability but is intended to·
demons""le th.. tolerance ofIhlt seat
and its attachment. 10 accept IIoor
deformation common to a:cfwtf crashes.

The new lIalic strength requirements
or U 27.561 [bJ(3J and (c1 and 29;56I
fb)(3) aneffc) contain increased static
design inertial load factora to provide an
improved level ofsafety for seats and
occupant restraint systems and far fterns
o( mass instal1ed both inslae the cahie>
and adjacent to the cabin. a9 prescn'bed.
These new seat static design inertial
load factors will supplement the seaf
and restraint system dynamic test
standards in new ~ ~ 27.562 and 29.562.
Those items of mass outsid"a of and
adjacent to the cabin must be designed
to an increased forw8l'd inertial load
factor. This increased facfor reduces the
likelihood of attachment falture and
subsequent penetration ofthe item of
mass into the cabin.

The current Italic design. Inertial lnad
factora fClf tranaport rowrcrafl
underl!oe>r fuel tanka are retained in
revised 129.5ll1fd). Revised fuel tank
standards are deferred ror further atudy
and develepmenl e>£ poasiWe allemata
meana afrotorcraft fuel taDk protection.

Discll.lSiorI aI Comments

General

SixteeCl commenters from. small and
large U.s. helico!>t« manufacturers,
fOteign airworthiness authoritie8~foreign
helicopter manufacturers, and other
groups and individuals respooded to !he
notice. All comm.enters agree- with the
FAA objective to imprClve occupant .
safety in an emergency landing impact.
one reoommends adeption a£ standards.
without Ieogtliy delay, and se.v..a1 offer
counte.rptoposala andreeommendations.

A commentet emphasizes. that the
proposal shouJa.nol apply to.",to=aft
designs presently in production or
under&oiDs type ceriific:atian. The o.ew
standarda d" not apply l<l rotOJ:craft fo<
which appJicatioe> ror type certification
is made prior to the eff"<:li.ve dale or to
derivatives eC such rotorcraft f'" which
an applicatiaa. (or an amended t~"pe

certificate is made after the. effective.
date a£ thea" amendments.

Several commenters auppol't the
proposal ror installation and mandatory
use o( a shnulder ham..... a1SCl caned an
upper, torso restraint Three commentera
also recommend installation and
mandatory use of an upper torso,
restraint ror all o.ewly manufactured
rotorcraft after a certain dale National
Transportation Sarety iloaId [NTSB)
Recommendation No_A~O.
recommends instal/alioe> a£ a shoulder
harnes.s for each seat in rotorcraft,
manufactured afl<!J: December ~1, 1987.
The FAA haa initi.ated a separat..
rulemaking projeet which will respood
to recommendationa of the. NTSB as
well as the commenhlIa relative to
mandating shauldet harnesses in
productiaa. rotorcraft. Therefore. no
chaage is necessary for this amendment
which applies only to wholly new
rotorcraft designs lor which a type
certificate application ia received altar
the effective date o( this amendment A
commentel' also recommends
in&tallation or new deaign seats with
hamesses that meet the dynamie lest
standards. whenever the rotorcrafl
interior ia refurbished (01" older'
rotorcraft. Thia recammendationis.
beyClDd the scope of thia raJemaking
activity.

A comment.. objects to equal
dynamic teat standard. for normal and
transport category rotOI£lIut and refer.
to a public polli:y of bfsher or more
stringeClI standard. for transport
category rotOl"crart than these a£ nmmal
category roton:raft. The standard.,
which are equivalent for both
categorie.. hue been derived from lire
rot0Tcr8ft emergency landing impact and
fuselage deformation char.><:teris.tics or
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small and large rotorcraft which Bre
based on accident and incident
information of both categories.

The standards do, therefore. consider
both cBtegoFies in relation to size,
weight, and other factors aod rightfully
afford the necessary protection for
passengers in both cases.

The seat design standards reflect the
crash impact pulse derived from the
accident information and fuselage
impact deformation data. These values
do not differ markedly between small
and large helicopters. The objective. to
significantly improve occupant
protection for small and large
helicopters, is achieved by adoption of
the proposed standards to simulate
known impact conditions and to avoid
exceeding human injury criteria.

It should be noted that the human
impact injury criteria set out in AC 21
22 does not vary with respect to the
category of aircraft.

Several commenters contend that the
dynamic test standards are too severe
and they olijectto the use of an ATO.
They suggest the use of a simplified
dynamic vertical drop test using a mass
to simulate the occupant. In addition,
they consider static strength
substantiation for the longitudinal
impact condition to be sufficient. Other
commenters also object to the dynamic
test standards because they believe that
proving compliance is beyond the
technical and financial capability of
small companies. These and other
commenters object to the proposed
static design inertial factors for
occupants and items of mass in the
cabin, as well as those items external to
the cabin, and recommend alternate
factors. These concerns are addressed in
the specific comments.

SpeCIfic Comments on the Proposals

The following comments are keyed to
like-numbered proposals in Notice No.
87-4 and Bre presented in the same
order as the corresponding amendments
found in the roles portion of this
document.

Proposa/2. Notice No. 87-4 proposed
a revision to the introductory text of
paragraph (b) of § 27.S61to remove the
word "minor" before the words "crash
landing." No comments were received
on the introductory text, and it is
adopted as proposed.

After further FAA review of proposed
paragraph (h)(3), the subjects were
reordered for emphasis and clarity. This
editorial change places "each occupant"
as the first subject and "each item of
mass" a9 the second subject in this
standard. As proposed, paragraph (b)(3)
is also changed for clarity to refer to

static load "factors" rather than
·'forces."

A commenter requests that the phrase
"inside the cabin" be added after the
phrase "items of mess" in proposed
paragraph (h)(3) to define the scope of
the standard for these items of mass.
The FAA agrees, and the change has
been incorporated to prevent confusion
between the scope of paragraphs (h)(3)
and (c). The FAA notes paragraph [c)
refers to external items of mass or items
outside of the crew and passenger
compartments.

Comments on Stalic Load Factors of
Proposal No.2. Parograph (b).
Comments were received concerning the
magnitude of the proposed increased
static load factors. and a discussion of
the comments follows.

A commenter recommends, in
conjunction with an alternate guideline
to the proposed seat dynamic tests, a
static design guideline and an objective
standard that contain lower inertial load
factors than those proposed in Notice
No. 87-4. The commenter acknowledges
that this static design guideline is
without supporting data but is based on
his knowledge and intuitive conclusions.
The same commenter also suggests more
appropriate inertial load factors could
be derived from a study of comparative
static and dynamic tests of several seat
designs.

Two other comments recommend
adoption of lower inertial load factors.
One referred to those proposed during
the Rotorcrsft Regulatory Review
Program public meeting in December
1979. Another commenter forwarded a
matrix or table of the inertia factors
proposed in the recent rulemaking
activity for rotorcraft and small and
transport airplane seats. and states that
the variation found in the factors ior the
different aircraft is not justified. The
commenter suggests that the rotorcraft
inertial factors are too high and should
be lower.

One commenter proposes requiring
structural capability to support and
restrain a 170-pound pilot (or passenger)
with a shoulder harness and safety belt
for an 8g forward inertial load factor,
combined with a 4g sideward inertial
load factor, to approximate a 98
(combined) factor. The commenter
proposes to omit the longitudinal!
horizontal deceleration dynamic test
proposed in the notice and rely on the
noted static test or structural analysis
results. The commenter, however.
proposes a simplified dynamic vertical
drop test and the longitudinal static load
condition to dramatically improve crash
survivability b.ut permit small
manufacturers to conduct meaningful
tests and develop new model normal

category helicopters. Three other
commenters did not comment on the
proposed static inertial load factors (or
static strength factors). hut they did
propose an identical, simplified dynamic
test for the vertical and longitudinal
velocity change or impact condition and
only static strength substantiation for
the longitudinal impact condition. See
Proposal 3 for further discussion.

Two commenters propose no
reduction in the load factors proposed in
the notice. One commenter agrees with
the inertial factors proposed but
suggests an 18g downward factor when
compared to a 12g limit contained in
Tabkl39 of Report No. DOT/FAA/CT
6S/11. The FAA notes the 12g±1g limit
is recommended in the report for the
design "stroking factor" on new design.
rotorcraft seats to limit the occupant
spinal loads. However, 8 25g downward
inertia factor is recommended in the
report as a design load factor after the
seat "strokes." One commenter
specifically recommends no reduction in
the proposed static and dynamic
standards in the notice, contrary to the
recommendations from other
commenters.

FAA Response to Comments at Static
Laad Factars atParagraph (b)

Many commenters note the expense of
compliance but do not propose
alternative standards. The FAA is also
concerned about the cost of compliance
with the new standards. A preliminary
cost benefit analysis was prepared for
the notice. and a final cost benefit
analysis has been prepared for these
amendments. A copy is filed in the
docket. See the economic summary in
this preamble for further information.

These comments were reviewed in
conjunction with available data such as
that contained in Report No. DOT/FAA/
CT-8S/11. The static inertial factors are
needed to supplement the two seat and
occupant ATO dynamic test conditions
in § § 27.S62(b) and 29.562(b). The
inertial factors in § 27.S62[hJ(3) are
compatible with the dynamic load
factors of §§ 27.S62(h) and 29.562(h) and
are supported by a review of rotorcraft
accidents reported in Report No. DOT/
FAA/CT-8S/11.

Although the static load factors
proposed in Notice 87-4 are greater than
those recently adopted for transport
airplanes, the rotorcraft factors should
be greater because of the differences in
size, configuration, and typical impact
attitudes and conditions between these
types of aircraft. These differences
result in rotorcraft experiencing greater
load factors during impact than typical
transport airplanes. A recent study
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Narrow and wide b<ldY transpart
airplanes have significantly ress

...- _tlCn_"".t 33g ....k""·..I'33ltpe••Commuter..""...__...... , 23g__. 17~_

TABLE T.-PEAK [0.0.0 FACTORS FOR
FLOOR DYNAMIC Pvtses FOR SMALL
AIRPLANES

reported by Mr. G. Wiltlin highlights the
differences as discussed later.
Accordingly. higber load factors were
proposed in Noti"ce 67-4 for rotorcraft
for both dynamic tests and stalic tests.
Static loading substanlialion. by test or
analysis. assures that necessary static
structural strength of the seal and its
attachments to the raton:raft are
provided to support dynamic tsling of
the occupant restraint system. The static
substantiation is a necessary
supplement to dynamic testing which
proves the performance of the seat and
occupant restraint system, including
seconqary impact of the occupanfa
head. under rapid loading and load
magnification due to dynamics of the
system during the test. The static factors
(I.e.• struclw'al strength requirements)
are intended to provide sufficient
strength for the seat and its attachments
during dynamic testing and provide
sufficient strength for the.ru.e1age
structure wilbout dynamic testing. The
FAA determined it is proper to not only
impose the dynamic test standards bul
to impose static design standards to
supplement the dynamic standards.

A technical paper entitled, "The
Influence of Airplane Size and Crash
Data Criteria." by Mr. G; Wittlin. was
presented at the Fliglit Ssfety
Foundation. fne.. Conference and
Worksbop 00' Occupant Safety. October
31 to November 3. 1988. at Arlington.
Virginia. A cupy of this paper Is'
Included in the dacket. Table 8 in thai
paper cantains a range ar floor dynamic
pulses as a function of faur groups of
airplane sizes ranging from general
aviation to wide-body airptanes for both
the vertical and longitudinal direclion
pulse detennlrred from lests or
parametric studies. Most present
rotorcraft designs are camparable In
size to the general aviation and
commuter size airplanes for fuselage
design and structural deformation
characteristics and aTe further related to
typical rotorcraft impacts that were
included in Report Noe DOT/F'AA/CT
85/11. The per1inen1lnfarmation from
the teclmical paper is suinmarized in
Table 1.

category rotorcraft when compared to
the normal category standards and
propaaes simplified tests for normal
category rotoraaIt.. The FAA notes
transport rotofaaft in certain cases
comply with higher .tandard. than
normal category rotorcra!t, yet many of
the standards are identical and applied
in the same manner•. l!Iuch as the current
seat structural strength and design
standards in §§ 27.561 and 29.561 and
§§ 27.785 and 29.785. The impact
conditians for normal and transpart
rotorcraft are also considered the same.
Since § § 27.562 and 29.582 concern
strength or pedmmance ar the seata and
occupant reab:aint systems during an
emergency landing impact derived. from
rotorcraft chaTactel!istics and accident
information.- these objective
pedmmance standards recognize and
consider implicitly praclical differences
in the types< of rolorcraft and seats.
AdditianaU;y, the size. construction, use,
and pellformance 01 many normal and'
lranspo:l ca!llgoly .otoreraft are very
similar since the division between the
two categnrinlS' 8,000 paunds gross
weight. The informatiOD' from thO'
techni<:al peper. "The Influence of
Airplane Size on Crash Data Criteria;"
by G. Wittlin, presented in Table ~

earlier; .lse supports the dynamic
impact conditions. Since the human
imp""l injury crileria are nat dependent.
an the type of rotorcraft, the injury
crilerla of U 27.582 and 29.582 are
identical. Further. the rolorcraft accident
study contained m Report Na. DOT/
FAA/Cf-85/U, Tabl.. 8, reveals thal
occupant~1ft accidents Involving smaD·
size helicopters could bemmt mare than
occupants oflarger helicopters from
improved' occupant slandards. NormaF
categary rotorcraft also constltnted
about 88 percent of the tntal U.s.
rotorcraft fleet In 1984 according to the
Helicupler As.ociatioo International
This percentage has not changed
appreciably.

One commenter states that the
d¥I1amic tests are fmpractlcal and too
costfy. and several ather. contend the
merease in certiIlcalian expense and the
technical expertise required to meel the
proposed .tand'ards,.1f adop.ted, would
be an insurmountable obstacle..
However. no quanfitative economic data
or information was aubmll:t.ed to the
docket to support these argument•• Th..
final economic evaluation show,s
benefits exceed the costs ar c,"upliance
8'nd a1acJ. in-service operation fot normal,
category roto....af.i designs. The. FAA
nole.. that teclmicalex_tise Is
availabla. and aeall> with stroking
capability are in. &etvice in, gvil
rotorcraft.

deceleration forces in the vertical and
horizontal direction and are not
comparable to rotorcraft designs. For
comparison. the. rotorcraft standards: in
the amendments to §§ 27.562 and 29.562
require a peak of 30g for the downward
case (vertical with horizon.tal
companent) and 18.4g for the horizontal
case (longitudinal with yaw component).
These dynamic condition values for
rotorcraft standards compare favorably
to the floor pulses in the table above for
comparable-sized airplanes.

fn summary, the static inertial design
faclars supplement the twa dynamic test
canditions. The 16g forward static
design factor is needed ta supplement
the 18.4g dynamic standard and tbe 208,
downward (vertical] static design factar
relates 10 the 28g vertical component ar
the dynamic standard for asat strength
and for backup or'fuselage structural
strength. Therefore, the static inertia'
factars o[ paragraph, (b j, are. adopted aa
proposed.,

Comments tJ1I Proposa12, Pwog>Upa
(ej. 'Ibree commenters >ecommeDd
increasing the Inertial load facto...
proposed. in § 29:561{c) fur ItEms;ar lIlass
outsUfe the cabin as follows. Olle'
commenter states the'iftertiaJ load
factors propased in paragraph (c) are
too lOw and nat consiStent with those
higher factors In pazagraph (b) for
interiorltema. Anothe!' commenter
re<:ommends an inerlialload Factor af
109 fur both forward and downward
directions as a proper design t:'ondition.
white yet anothet commenter
recommenda 128 forward. 6 sideward,
12g downward, and retaining LSg
upward.

The FAA agrees that higher faclorl
will increase safety over those proposed
by Notice No. 87-4 and are more
compatible wiiIi the factors of amended
§ 27.581(b). Nevertheless. additional
public notice and co"""""t would be
a-ppI'opriate and necessary for the
significant increase In the inertia:!
factors recommended for allachment of
external items armass. Adoptlnlf higher
inertial f""tor is beyand the scope ar the
notice; therefOre. the inertial factors are
adopted a~ proposed. However. the FAA
win consider incorporsling this
snggeslion inl0 a fufure rnle_

Proposal $. New II 27.562 and 29.562
were propased to add two dynamic test
conditions- and pass/fall crileria and to
provid'e for acceptance of an alternate
approach in place ofthe two physical
tests. In Notice 87-4 the explanation ror
Proposal 3 conlained iustification for
ne.... II Z'T.58Z and 29.582 being
Identical.

One commenter states puhlic policy
dictates a higher standard for transport

L""""""'"-,Vertical
dii'ec:tion
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Several other commentftrs state the
added expense will"curtail certification
of new part 27 ratareraft designs. Since
estimated benefits exceed the costs.
new designs should not he deterred.
One commenter agrees with the
proposed standard for transport
rotorcraft but not for normal category
ralareraft. The benefits expected from
the part 27 standards are more
significant than those of the part 29
standards according to the economic
evaluation.

Editorilll changes have been made to
paragraphs (a)(l) and (a)[2) for clarity
and also to agree with Amendment 25
64 for transport airplanes. The
amendment. as adopted, states the
occupant "is exposed to the loads"
rather than "experience ultimate
dynamic loads."

A commenter states that only seats
occupied for takeoff and landing should
be subject to the dynamic tests. The
FAA agrees. and paragraph (b) is
revised to apply to "each seat type
design or other seating device approved
for occupancy during takeoff aod
landing." This is similar to recently
adopted § 25.562(b) in Arndt. 25-M and
includes an editorial change to add
"type design" to seats. Those seats not
complying with these standards or the
standards in §§ 27.561, 27.785. 29.561
aod 29.785 must nevertheless comply
with the flight load factors of the aircraft
aod must be placarded to prevent use of
the seat during takeoff and landing. It is
anticipated such "unique" seats will
seldom be installed in rotorcraft.

Two commenters recommend the
A T1> should represent 8 nominal rather
than a minimum weight of 170 pounds.
The FAA agrees since the specification
cited currently specifies 'the correct
weight; therefore, the words "total
minimum" to describe weight are
removed from paragraph (b). In addition,
the standard has been divided into two
sentences to be parallel with § 25.562(b).
The first sentence addresses the seats
and an acceptable analysis rather than
test alone. The second sentence
addresses the previous comments on the
ATD and includes the phrase "sitting in
the normal upright position" to properly
describe the ATO test position.

A commenter agrees with two
dynamic seat tests but recommends
adopting the two test conditions for
transport airplanes contained in Notice
86-11 and adopted by Arndt. 25-M.
These tests for airplanes have increased
energy (higher velocity) but significantly
decreased deceleration factors. The
transport airplane standards represent a
larger airplane fuselage having about 30
inches of structure that could crush and
absorb the energy on impact. The two

dynamic tests proposed in paragraph (b)
are proper for rotorcraft fuselage
characteristics and for the impact
attitudes and speeds for a significant
percentage of the accidents. Accordina
to the information in Report No. DOTI
FAA/CT-fJ5/11. the proposed velocHiea
represent about 92 to 95 percent of the
survivable accidents, the range of
attitude encompassed in the proposal
represents about 77 percent. and the
pulse duration represents a fuselage
crushing or deformation capability of
approximately 9.7 inches. For smaller
rotorcra!t which do not hav.e 9.7 inches
of available fuselage structure to absorb
the impact energy, energy absorption by
any fixed landing gear failure is tacitly
included in the standard. Therefore, the
dynamic tests in paragraphs (b) (1) and
(2) are adopted with the changes
discussed. "Downward" velocity has
been added to paragraph (b)(l) and
"forward" velocity to paragraph (b)(2).
The last sentence in each includes the
word "floor" as the correct description
for measuring deceleration.

Two commenters request a change to
paragraph (b) to explicitly provide for
the use of analysis supported by test.
The FAA agrees since paragraph (d)
was intended to allow use of a rational
analysis supported by test as an option
to the use of test alone. Paragraph (b), aa
adopted, includes a clause identical to
that contained in § 25.582(b) stating
dynamic tests or rational analysis based
on dynamic tests of a similar type seat
may be used. As a result of two
comments, paragraph (d) is revised to
apply to the entire section rather than to
only paragraph (c).

A comrnenter suggests in place of
proposed paragraph (b) for dyoamic
tests to require either: (1) A static design
standard which would include
mandatory upper torso restraint,
consideration of floor flexibility or
distortion. and energy absorbing
features as equal to dyoamic tests; or (2)
simplified dynamic tests without an
ATO. The test would call for measuring
the acceleration factors on the seat pan
using a mass simulating a 170-pound
occupant for the test conditions
contained in the notice. Specific
proposed standards to accomplish the
objectives cited by the commenter were
not included. The FAA does not agree
that a static test is sufficient to duplicate
the occupant loads and motion occurring
during a dynamic impact condition;
therefore, the dynamic test standard is
retained.

Three commenters offer a
counterproposal to paragraphs (b) (1)
and (2) for normal category rotorcraft.
These commenters are concerned with
small rotorcraft equipped with s·eats

integral with the basic structure of the
fuselage. Two of the small rotorcraft
designs in use today have features on
the fiightcrew seats which allow
stroking or seat displacement to limit
the vertical loads during an impact. The
effectiveness of these features for a
specific impact condition is not known.
The commenters propose static strength
substantiation for the longitudinal
impact case rather than dynamic test
since static strength substantiation is
considered sufficient. They propose one
dynamic test-vertical with horizontal
impact velocity for a resultant of 30 fps.
An ATD would be replaced with a mass
to simulate the occupant. The
deceleration forces or inertial load
factor measured on the mass would not
be allowed to exceed 23g for more than
0.Q25 seconds total. In addition. their
proposal would allow use of the landing
gear and fuselage support structure and!
or seat to absorb the energy and reduce
the impact forces to 23g or less on the
mass. A commenter states this dynamic
test concentrates on spinal compression
loads and further contends the error
likely to occur in their counterproposal
is less than the error from the tests
contained in Notice 87-4 when using the
AID because in reality, rotorcraft
occupant weight and size vary
significantly from that of the ATD.

The FAA notes that the ATD
represents a SO-percentile male. One of
the three commenters refers to Report
AD-A093764. December 1980. and
AMCP 706-210 as the basis for the
counterproposal. These commenters
advocate the counterproposal as a
practical means for small manufacturers
to develop (and certify) new part 27
designs while improving occupant

. protection. One commenter also
advocates static test alone rather than a
dynamic test for the longitudinal impact
case. Reduced static design inertial load
factors are recommended rather than
those contained in Notice 87-4.
However, the commenter agrees with an
increase from 9g to 16g forward factor
for static strength substantiation if the
proposed longitudinal dynamic test is
not adopted. This commenter proposes a
vertical impact test using an ATO and,
in addition, a reduced severity test
which equals that proposed for transport
airplanes in Notice 86-11 and later
adopted. One commenter states
adopting dynamic tests and using an
ATO, as proposed, would cause a total
redesign and may result in abandoning
current certification activity on a small,
four-place helicopter.

The FAA notes that the cost benefit
analysis shows the benefits derived,
especially for smaller rotorcraft. exceed
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the costa. as noted iB, the economic
sununaJY of this preamble. Two
dynamic-imp"t \est conditions are
neceas8ry to prop.er:Ly .SseSB the
restraint and- suppo<l ofoccupanls 80
that the human injury Impact criteria
will not be eJU:eeded The c:riletia
include the asaessment of any
secondary head Impact with IUucfure.
The first part oftliia preamhle contains
a further description ofllie objectlves
and reasoos for adoptfug the two
dynamic impact feat conditions.

One commenter supporll !lie FAA
analysis and agrees that the study. in
Report No. DOT{FAAlcr'-8S/11
indicates a need for vertical energy
absorption to limit occupant spinal
compression injuries. 'The third Ilighest
hazard teported was related to
"vertebraro compression injUries·
resulting from lIigh vertical forces
commonly found in rotorcraft accidents.
Toleram:e to compr~.iveinjuries ofllte
spine decrea.&e9 H age- meres'sea. and
civl1 aircralt occupants are typic:aUy [15'
to 20' yearsJoI\fer than military· aii't:rart
occupants.~ eommenred",.ther s!at....
most of the Jl"88enf energy absnrhing
seat and restrainlsY8tem technelogy Is·
based on military personnel and mimsry
aircraft designs or applications. The
FAA notes the military rot.orcraft
criteria are too stringent for civil
rotorcraft. IlI!d the FAA hu previously
puhlished civil aircralt buman impact
injury criteria in' AC 21'-22. The
comment.r .fat"s that the dynamic testa.
proposed'in Notice No. 87~ should IieIj>
in assuring the seat and occuparrt
resuaint system will function properly
under dynamic (impact) conditions. The
conunenter further .ta"'s the. two
dynamic test conditions proposed are
similll7 to those recommended inRepnrt
No. DOT/FAA/CT-&lu.. Table, 39 end
Figure 37, except less severe. The
commenter recommends no further
reduction ftom tile proposals in Notice
No. 874 and disagrees with other
cornm.entera who recommend that the
FAA reduce the severity of the tests or
elelete the dynamic "'sll. The
commenter further states that the FAA
proposab address many of the major
hazards that cause serious. and fatal
injuries in swrvivable Becidenta'. The
commellter support. the two proposed
dynamic leat and occupant test
standards as proper, well defined. and
cost effective. while acknowledging thaI
rotorcraft with integal seats may require
expanded advisory maleriaL The
discussion for paragraph (h)(3].
addresses "integral seat designs."

In summary. the t.wo cORditiona iA
paragraphs (b) (1) and (2) are justified
for normal and transport catell'Ul'

rotercraIt and are based em. a review of
ratDr""art accident data as stated,
before. The standards in paragraphs (hI
(11 and (2) are adopted with the
additional descriptionofvelocity snd
floordece1eJation noted pre,oousfy..

Some commentera state the proposed
standard does not recognize- or allow the
use of seat.lnregra1. with the fuselage
sUucture. which is typical of many small.
!Wood"ar·sea" roiorcrafL 'The FAA
agrees, and p..agrapb 1b){3j ia- revised
to apply to norrintegral.eat. or 10 those
seats "where floor raila or noOl or
sidewall attachment devic.. are used"
to attach the seat to the lrlrl"""'"
structure. Integral seats ami bulkllead
mounted seall without floor or sidewall
atlaclmrent devices and with continuoua
attachments such as rows of. rivets or
screwo. el£.• are excluded from the
specific misalignment or preload In the
test. A commentes: recommendt' clear
and specific guidance or advisorJ
material 10 address' Integral ..atl and
their dynamic tests. Advilory material·
for U21.562 and 29.562 was prevu.usIy
dralted and' commenla invited (52 FR
20947; June 3, 1981). No comment. were
received. The tecommendedguidance
informatlon will be Included in thia.
advi8<lry malerial whiclt will be subject
to further public review.

In addifioD. the explanation for Ilie
head Impecl criteria (FlIC). equatioB
stated in paragraph (c){S) is adopted
with a change thaI adda the word,
"form(' to clarify that an ATD. headCorm
is used for the HIe.

Proposal 4. The notice proposed fo
reviae' 27.785 by adding the static
inertial load firctors of 127.561 and the
dynamic comditiona of 127.562 tn
paragraph (a) as requirements 10 protect
occupants from serious injury; tor.evise
paragraph (b) to require each occupant
seat. not j1iSt crew leats. tol be equipped
with a s1wulder harness In conjunetinn
with s: .afety bell (or Iorso reatraint
sys.tem per TSO C114); to revise
paragraph lc) to require that the oafety
helt and shoulder hameu have .. single
point relea.... to revise paragraph (I] to
use an occupant weight of at least 170'
lbs; and to revise paragraph (g] to
require a~ percent safety belt··
shoulder hamess load distribution
instead of the previous 60-60
distribution. The notice further propoled
to add a new paragraph (i) defining the
seatina device syatem; a new paragraph
(j) to allow controlled structural
deformation or crushing of the seating
device system to r.educe occupant loads
from the proposed emarseocl[ Iandiag,
dyoamie lut conditions lthe
deformation or c:ruahing mustool
interfere with rapid evacuation); and •

new paragraph (k) to define .. litter llJId
its design and inala1latioB &tandard..
Dynamic test standard. were not
proposed for-Iillers and bertha.ldenlical
revisionlf were proposed for 1,29.785.

Several commenters favor the FAA
proposal to require a IlM>uIder1>amesa
for each ..at. Ac£ordiog!y. paragraph
(a) is adopted as proposed.

A commenter propoa.....ing:eitl,8lt
the term "sh"u1der hamesse." or the
term "torso re8uaintU exclusively. but
not both. "Shoulder hamesses" ia
retained bec:au.. the exiJltin&
airworthiness and ope~atingItandarda
us.. lhal tel1Dger1eDc:aUy. hn""",er. for
clarification, .. sentence is added 10
paragraph (hI describing torll() reatraint
and upper lor3o restrain!-

One commenler propo.... to apply the
requlremenll of pazagr"!'h lll') 10 frOllt \
seat or row QCC1lp8lltl ortLy eo 10
require" other-occupants- to ha.... only lap
or sarety belli. 'I\oe@llUDel1ter'.
proposal. based aD the foIIowiDi; (1}
Rotorcrart crashe. involve Itigh "e<tical
acceleration. forces and relatively low
horizontal """elera·tinn forces;. (21
passengers !Jl flight do not like' the
discomfort and movement ....trictions of
a shoulder hamess; (3)'pasoeogers. -
become nervous when required to weat
a shoulder harness; (4) pa".ellilers may
hecome entangled In a shoulder harnesS"
during emergency egre88~ (5) pa..engera
in normal. ca"'so<Y ro=cial
operations or" unduly restricted· by a
shoulder hamesa; and (ll} mandatory
retront of shoulder bames.... in the
existing rolorc:rart fk!et createa an Ul1due
economic burden.

Report No. DfYfjFAA/CT-85/U
_indicates that emergeney landing
horizontal or longitudi.n.aJ. accelerations.
whik> less than the V6tical
accelerati.on&, are still significant and
require restraint and support of the
occupant. The- horizontal forces cause
the upper hody 10 rolate fo.ward
increasing the potential Cor secondary
impact with stmcture. This pheno""",on
W8e reported tb be a maj9r: cause- of
severe injmea. OJ: fatalltieli which would
he signifieantly reduced wi·th, use of a
harness. A s1wulder ""meal or upper
torso restraint also maintaina pro~
spinal alignmen1 or support and. thus.
greatly reducel the potential for spinal
injury during &Il Impact with significant
vertical forees. The damt contains. a .
figure entitled. "Use of Upper Torso
Restraint Expands the Onset of the
Serious and Fatal Injury Envelopes,"
which show•. graphically !hat a shoulder
harness and saf"!¥ belt significantly
improve occupant protection. One
commenter also 8ubmitted infmmation.
showing whenever ahou\dcr barnes...
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Bre installed, rotorcraft passengers
surveyed use them 100 percent of the
time. In addition, a single-point release
is required for the safety belt and
harness; the FAA is not aware of any
signficant impediment to evacuation
caused by a bamess; and the FAA did
not propose a "retrofit" standard in the
notice. For these reasons, the shoulder
harness requirement in paragraph (b)
with the exception of an editorial
change for clarification is adopted as
proposed.

Another commenter proposes to
remove all references in § 27.785 to. the
dynamic test of § 27.562. The FAA does
not agree since removing the § 27.562
reference in paragraph (b) would create
a more restrictive rule by eliminating
use of the HIe to accept minor head
impact. Another commenter proposes to
remove the reference § 27.562(c)(5J in
paragraph (b). The HIC in § 27.562(c)(5)
allow head impact and l.lre acceptable
and essential quantitative standards or
limitations that can be applied uniformly
wherever the bead impacts the interior
structure associated with a particular
installation. AC 21-22 contains further
information on the HIC. The reference
must be retained; therefore, paragraph
(bJ is adopted as proposed.

Another commenter proposes removal
of the portion of paragraph (c) which
requires a single-point release for both
the lap belt and the shoulder harness.
The commenter's concern is that the
proposal would require designs that
prevent uncoupling of the shoulder
harness from the lap belt and further
prevent passengers from assuming the
"brace" position during an emergency
landing. The FAA has determined tha t
upper body movement and/or a
secondary impact during an emergency
landing impact is a primary cause of
serious injury. The docket contains
information previously referenced which
shows significant improvement in
occupant protection when a shoulder
harness is used. A properly restrained
occupant is, therefore, much less likely
to experience injury than one in the
"brace" position. The amendment,
however, does not preclude safety belt
and harness designs that feature
uncoupling of the shoulder barness from
the lap safety belt provided a single
point release is employed in the belt
harness design. A shoulder harness
provides a significant improvement in
occupant protection, as previously
stated, and should be used during
takeoff and landing. Tberefore, proposed
paragraph (cJ is adopted without
change.

A commenter recommends retaining
the present 60/60 load distribution

between the safety belt and harness in
paragrapb (g). The proposal to use a 60/
40 distribution is based on SAE
Aerospace standards and also accounts
for 100 percent of the load. The
application of 120 percent of the load is
unnecessary and unrealistic in the light
of this amendment. Therefore, the 60/40
distribution in paragraph (gJ is adopted
as proposed.

One commenter proposes that § 27.785
should be changed to specifically refer
to paragrapb (bJ instead of the entire
section. The FAA concurs, and
§ 27.561(bJ is cited in paragraphs (a), (f),
(f)(2), (g), end (kJ for proper application
of the standard.

Three other commenters propose to
remove paragraph (f)(lJ which refers to
the pilot effort forces, since design
conditions or ioads applied by virtue of
amended § 27.561{b) and new § 27.562
are considered sufficient seat design
standards. The FAA does not agree
because paragraph (f)[l) provides the
minimum aft load design standard for
the crew seat; therefore, paragrapb (f)(1)
is adopted as proposed.

A commenter wants to remove
proposed paragraphs (i), (j), and (k)
based on a recommended change to
§ 27.7B5(b) to remove reference to HIC.
Since paragraph (b) is not changed,
paragraphs (i) and UJ are necessary to
complement the dynamic test standards
and are, therefore, retained.

In addition to a recommendation to
remove paragraph (k), two commenters
state that proposed paragraph (k) is
unclear regarding whether or not berths
and litters making an angle greater than
15' with the rotorcraft longitudinal axis
may be approved. The FAA chose 15" or
less as the angle for which a padded
beadboard, etc., is required. Safety belts
or straps without a padded headboard,
etc., are acceptable for the remaining
design conditions. That is, beyond a 15'
angle the litter or berth must have the
proper number and distribution of safety
belts or straps to carry the specified
static design loads for all directions.
Berths and letters oriented at any angle
with the rotorcraft longitudinal axis may
be approved in accordance with the
standards adopted. Paragraph (k) is
clarified by dividing one sentence into
three sentences that address litter
orientation and the appropriate design
requirements.

Proposa16. The notice proposed a
revision to I 29.561 that is equivalent to
that proposed for § 27.561 except for the
underfloor fuel tank standard in
paragraph (d) which Is unique to the
part 29 standards. For general comments
and editorial changes related to § 29.561.
see Proposal 2.

In addition to the general comments, a
comment was received specifically for
§ 29.561(bJ and (cJ. The commenter
recommends adoption of lower inertial
load factors in paragraph (bJ such as tbe
factors adopted in Arndt. 2&-64 for
transport airplanes. These airplane
inertial factors are 9.0g forward, 6.58
downward, 1.5g rearward, and so forth.
The commenter also proposes to
combine (vectorially) these inertial load
factors but would limit the resultant to
9.08 in any direction. The commenter
proposes an additional 1.33 factor for
the forces that are imposed on the
attachments of certain interior items of
mass. If these comments Bre not adopted
by the FAA, the commenter
recommends combining (vectorially)
whatever design inertial load factors are
adopted rather than applying each
factor separately.

The FAA notes that § 29.561 currently
requires application of the load factor
separately but the designer may choose
to combine these factors vectorially into
a resultant factor for structural
substantiation. The static design inertial
factoTs for transport airplanes proposed
in Notice No. 8~11 consider the
emergency landing impact
characteristics for transport airplanes
and are not appropriate for typical
normal and transport category rotoTcraft
impact characteristics. The additional
factor, 1.33. used in conjunction with the
lower load factors for the attachments of
certain interior items of mass is not
necessary with adoption of the higher
inertial factors proposed in the notice;
Le., the adopted criteria exceed that of
the proposed change. In addition, the
suggestion to combine (vectorially) the
inertial factors but not to exceed 9.0g is,
therefore, not edopted.

This same commenter also
recommends a new paragraph (e)
specifically to address an alternate
approach in aohieving an equivalent or
greater level of occupant protection in
relation to that contained in the
commenter's proposed paragraph (b)
change. The commenter proposes the
following changes to paragraph (bJ: (1)
to use the transport airplane inertial
factors in Notice No. 86-11; (2J to
combine vectorially two inertial factors
not to exceed 98 when combined; and
(3) to refer to tbe dynamic tests
prescribed in § 29.562. That is, these
three factors would replace the dynamic
tests as a primary means of compliance.
Section 21.21(bJ(l) already provides a
means to accept any alternative to a
specific standard provided an
equivalent level of safety is maintained.
The FAA considers the commenter's
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II

1

proposed paragraph (e) unnecessary
and, therefore, it is not adopted.

Two commenters recommend that
static design factors for exterior items of
mass in paragraph (c) be the same 8S

those in paragraph (b) for interior items.
Collapse of a partition or significant
collapse of or penetration into the
occupied cabin space has not been
identified as a significant problem in
survivable rotorcraft accidents
according to the information in Table 26,
Report No. DOT!FAA!CT-85!1l. Thus,
items of mass external to the crew or
passenger cabin may be designed to
factors less than those for internal items.
This recommendation is not adopted.
Another coromenter states a partition
(or bulkhead, etc.) separating the
exterior items of mass from the
transport rotorcraft cabin should be
substantiated for the loads imposed hy
the items of mass attached to the
partition. The FAA agrees that items of
mass such as those described in the
standard directly attached to a partition
should not become detached. The
standards provide for this
substantiation.

One commenter recommends specific
higher inertial factors for paragraph (c),
that is, 12g forward, 6g sideward, 12g
downward, while retaining 1.5g upward
to redu~e hazardous movement of high
mass items that are described in their
proposals. Adopting higher inertial load
factors than those proposed is beyond
the scope of the notice; therefore. the
inertial factors are adopted as proposed.
. Proposal 7. The notice proposed to
add to § 29.562 a new dynamic test
standard for occupant seats in transport
rotorcraft that is identical § 27.562. The
emergency landing impact conditions for
transport rotorcraft are equivalent to
normal category rotorcraft conditions.
See the comments and FAA response in
Proposal 3. Section 29.562 is adopted
with the same changes as noted in
Proposal 3.

Proposal 8. The notice proposed to
amend §§ 29.783 (d) and (g) by removing
the general reference to § 29.561(b)(3).
The design factors in that section have
been significantly increased but those
factors are not necessary for door
designs. Therefore, the specific factors
in present § 29.561(b)[3) are edded to
paragraph (dj, and paragraph [gJ refers
to paragraph (d) for the design factors.
The factors in the standards are used to
evaluate surrounding fuselage structural
deformalions and impose design
features, where necessary. to minimize
the probability of januning external
doors and integral stair doors as a result
of a minor crash landing and thereby
facilitate passenger egress.

One commenter contends that doors
and exits should be subject to the same
design load factors as the occupant
restraint system. The FAA does not
agree because experience has shown the
design standards prese.ntly in use have
been satisfactory and should be retained
for door designs.

Two other commenters question why
cargo doors. other than those used as
emergency exits. must meet the
requirements of § 29.783(d). Typical
rotorcraft doors. whether cargo or exit,
are usually qualified as passenger exits
and, therefore, must comply. However,
the FAA agrees that "cargo or service
doors not suitable for use as an exit in
an emergency" may be excluded from
compliance with the standard. Section
29.783(d), as adopted, adds a clause
excluding certain cargo and service
doors. This clause for cargo and service
doors was extracted. in part, from the
transport airplane door standard of
§ 25.783(g).

Another commenter proposes a 9g
static load factor, in any direction. for
§ § 29.783 (dj and (g). As noted before.
the present design load factors, such as
4g forward, etc .. have provided an
adequate level of safety since a
significant adverse service history on
doors does not exist. Therefore, the
amendment is adopted with changes as
discussed.

Proposo!B. The proposals for'
§§ 27.785 and 29.785 are identical. For
comments and the FAA response related
to proposed § 29.785, see Proposal 4. The
occupant seat, safety belt, shoulder
harness, berth or litter standards for
transport and normal rotorcraft are
standards not affecte<l by the size of the
rotorcraft. No one objected to the
application of common standards.
Therefore, § 29.785 is adopted with the
same changes as discussed in Proposal
4.

Proposal10. The notice proposed to
amend § 29.809 by revising paragraph
(e) to add reference to § 29.783(d) for the
appropriate ultimate inertial load factors
for exits 8S well as doors of transport
rotorcraft. The current design factors for
exits are maintained by the amendment.
See the comments on Proposal 8 for
further information.

One commenter recommends that
paragraph (eJ remain unchanged. The
FAA disagrees because without the
reference to § 29.783{d), "minor crash
landing" factors would not be defined,
thus creating the potential for
nonstandard application.

A commenter states that the load
factors proposed in paragraph (e) are
inconsistent with those proposed for
occupants in § 29.561(b)(3) which are

much higher. The commenter
recommends use of the emergency
landing impact load factors in paragraph
(ej. Service history has shown that the
load factors proposed in paragraph (e).
such as 4g forward, provide an adequate
level of safety to minimize the
probability of jamming the emergency
exits as a result of fuselage deformation.
Therefore, the standard is adopted as
proposed.

Economic Evaluation Summary

The FAA proposed to amend parts 27
and 29 of the FAR to require the
installation of shoulder harnesses and
seats incorporating energy attenuation
features on all newly certificated
rotorcraft. The amendments to improve
occupant protection standards are the
result of several specific proposals
presented at the Rotorcraft Regulatory
Review Conference in 1979, the
recorrunendations of the NTSB, and the .
FAA aircraft crash dynamics program.

The FAA finds the amendments to
§§ 27.581[c), 27.785(k), 29.561(c), 29.783,
29.785(k), and 29.809 will cause
manufacturers to incur negligible testing
costs in demonstrating compliance with
these new standards. The FAA finds the
remaining amendments will have a cost
impact on manufacturers as well as
operators.

For the purpose of the evaluation,
those elements of amended §§ 27.561,
27.785, and new 27.562 having a cost
impact have been examined as if they
were a single amendment. The close
interrelation of these amendments
precludes clear separation. The
amendments to § § 29.561, 29.785 and
new 29.562 having a cost impact have
been evaluated in the same manner.

This evaluation indicates that
adoption of the standards is expected to
be cost beneficial. The final rule
regarding shoulder harness and energy
attenuating seats-the occupant
restraint system-is expected to reduce
fatalities and injuries sustained in
otherwise survivable crashes from
between 30 to 85 percent. The average
annual monetary benefits of this final
rule are estimated to be $770,600 while
the average annual costs are estimated
to be $411,900. The average annual net
benefits of the final rule are expected to
be $358.700 and the present value of
these net benefits over 10 years is
estimated to be $2.20 million.

International Trade Impact Analysis

The FAA has determined that this rule
is not likely to result in a competitive
trade advantage or disadvantage for
U.S. manufacturers in domestic or
foreign markets. Foreign manufacturers
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(hI The structure must be designed 10
give each o(:cupant every reasonable
chance of escaping serious injUl')l in a
crash landing when-

Adopti<la of "'" AmeDdIIIeat

Accordingly, parts 27 and 29 of the
Federal Aviation Regulatfons [14 CFR
parts 27 and 29] are amended as,foDow",

PART 27-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDAAOS: NORMAL CATEGORY
ROTORCRAFT

1. Tile authnrity citation forparl27
continues to read al follows:

Au1hority: 49 U.5.C. 1344. 1854[a~ 1~5,

1421.1423.1425.1428.1429, and 14:lO; 49
U.s.c. IlJlllgl (Revised Pub. L 11'1-449. janusry
12, 1983).

2. By amending I 27.561 by revising
parsgraphs [b](introductory text]. [b)(3].
and [c]lo read as folll>ws:

127.551 _.

[3) Each occupant and each ilem of
masa inside the cabin that could injure
aD occupant ia restrained when
subjected to the following ultimate
inertial load factors relative \0 the
surrounding structure:
(i] Upward--4g.
(ii) Forward-l6g.
(iii) Sideward.-ag.
(iv) Downward--2llg. after intended

displacemenl of the sea-t device.
[c] The supporling structure must be

designed 10 restrain, under any ultimate
inertial load up to those specified in this
paragraph. any item of mass above andl
or behind the crew and passenger
compartment that could injure an
occuj)ant if it came loose in an
emergency landing. Items of mass to be
considered include, but are not limited
to, rotors, transmissions, and engines.
The items of mass must be restrained for
the follawing ultimate inertial load
factors:
[1) Upward-1.5g.
(2] Forward_g.
(3J Sideward-2g.
(4) Downward_g.

3. By adding a new f 27.562 to read as
follows:

127.562 E.-gency lamtllli dynamic
condltlona.

[a) The poton::raft. although it may be
damaged in an emergency crash landing.
must be designed 10 reasonably protect
each occupant wheo-

(1) The occupant properly uees the
seals, lafety belts. and shoulder
harness.. provided ;n the design; and

are expected to comply with the
certification standards af their iaJgeat
export cuatomer. the United Statea. The
FAA believes that to remain competitive
in overseas market:a. foreign 1"£'I1d.ors
will export a similarly equipped
rotorcraft to both the United States snd
third world countri... Foreign and U.s.
manufacbuerl are expected to pass the
new certification costa on to consumers
in their domestic and foreign markets.

Regulatol')l FIexibiliIy DeterminatioD

The FAA haa determined lhallhese
amendmenls will not have a significant
impact, positive or negativ~on a
substantial number of small entities.
According to FAA criteria. a small
helicopter mamlfacturer is one that is
independently owned and operated and
has fewer than 75 employees. Using
these criteria, only one u.s.
manufacturer la collllidered small.
Therefore. it is not possible £or this rule
to impacl a substanital number oramall
entities.

Fecl:m:aIism Implicaliolls

The regalations adopted herein clo not
have substantial diTect effects on the
slates, on the relationship between the
national government and the states, or
on the distribution of.power and
responsibt1ities among the various levels
of government. Therefore. in accordance
with Execotive Order 12612, it is
determined that this amendmenl does
not have sumcient federalism
implications to warranl the preparatfon
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For the reasons. discussed in the
preamble. and baaed ou the findings in
the Regulatol')l Flexibility Determination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis. Ihe FM has delermined thai
these amendments are not major undel'"
Executive Order lZ291. In addition, the
FAA certifies thai these amendments dl>
not have a tignificant economic impact.
positive or negative. on a substantial
number of lmall entities under the
criteria of the ReguialOl')l FleXlbility Act.
These amend'ments are considered
significant onder DOT Regnla tory
Policies and Procedores '(44 FR 11034;
February 26, 19711). A regulalory
e'Vslu:ation of the amendments. including
a Regulatol')l Flexibility Determinalion
and Trade Impact Analysis, has been
placed in the docket, A copy may be
obtained by contacting the person
identified under "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CON1'ACT."

Llsi of Subjects 14 CFR Paris 27 and 29<

Air transportation, Aircraft. Avintion
Safety. Safety. RotorcraJL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(2) The occupal1l is exposed to the
loads resulting from the conditions
prescribed in this section.

(hI Each seal type design or other
seating device approved for crew or
passenger occupancy during takeaff and
landing must successfully complete
dynamic tests or be demonstrated by
ra tional analysis based on dynamic
tests of a ltimilar type seat in
accordance with the fonowing criteria.
The teats must he conducted with an
occupant, simulaled by a 170-pound
anthropomorphic test dummy (Am]. as
defined by 49 CFR 57Z, subpart B. or its
equivalent. si11ing in the normal upright
position,. _

(I) A change in dowl1ward velocity of
nolless than 30 feet per second when
the seat or other seating device .is
oriented in its norD.inal position with
respect to the rotorcraft's reference
syslem, the rotorcraft'slongitudinal axis
is canted upward 60· with respect to the
impacl velocity vector. and the
rolorcraft'"lateralaxia is perpendicular
10 a vertical plane conl8il1ing the impact
velocity vector and the rotorcraft'.
longitudinal axis. Peak flnor
deceleration must occur in not mOle
than 0.031 seconds after impact and
must reach a minimum of JOg' ..

(2] A change in forward velocity of
not less than 42 feet per second when
the seat or other aeatingdevice is.
oriented in it. nominal position with
respect to the lotorcraft'sli'e!e,rence
system. ilie rotorcraft's longitudinal axis
is yawed 10' either right or left <>f the
impact velocity vector (whichever
would cause the greatest load on the
s!wold.. hamess), the rotorcraffs
lateral axis is contained in 8 horizontal
plane containing the impact velocity
vector. and the rotorcraft's vertical axis
is perpendicular to a horioZontal plane
containing the impact velocity vector.
Peak floor deceleration must accUf in
not more than 0.071 seconds after
impact and must reach a minimum of
18.4g·..

(3) Where floor rails or floor or
sidewall attachment devices are used to
attach the seating devices to the
airframe structure for the conditions of
this section, the rails or devices must be
misaligned with respect to each other by
alleast 10· vertically [ie.. pitch oul of
parallel) and by alleast a 10· lateral
roll. with the directions optiona4 to
account for possiblenoor warp.

(c) Compliance with the following
must be shown;

(1) The seating device sy8tem musl
remain intact ldthough it may
experience separation intended as part
of its design.
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(2) The attachment between the
seating device and the airframe
structure must remain intact, although
the structure may have exceeded its
limit load. -

(3J The ATD's shoulder harness strap
or straps must remain on or in the
immediate vicinity of the ATO's
shoulder during the impact.

(4) The safety belt must remain on the
ATD's pelvis during the impact.

(5) The ATD's head either does not
contact any portion of the crew or
passenger compartment. or if contact is
made, the head impact does not exceed
a head injury criteria [HIC) of 1,000 as
determined by this equation.

Where: art) is the resultant
acceleration at the center of gravity of
the head form expressed as a multiple of
g [the acceleration of gravity) and \0 - t,
is the time duration, in seconds. of major
head impact, not to exceed 0.05 seconds.

(6) Loads in individual upper torso
harness straps must not exceed 1,750
pounds. If dual straps are used for
retaining the upper torso. the total
harness strap loads must not exceed
2.000 pounds.

(7) The maximum compressive load
measured between the pelvis and the
lumbar column of the ATD must not
exceed 1.500 pounds.

[d) An alternate approach that
achieves an equivalent or greater level
of occupant protection, as required by
this section, must be substantiated on a
rational basis.

4. By amending § 27.785 by revising
paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (C), and [g) and
by adding new paragraphs [1), (j). and
(k) to read as follows:

§ 27.785 Seats. berths, safety belts, and
harnesses.

(a) Each seat, safety belt, harness. and
adjacent part of the rotorcraft at each
station designated for occupancy during
takeoff and landing must be free of
potentially injurious objects, sharp
edges, protuberances, and hard surfaces
and must be designed so that a person
making proper use of these facilities will
not suffer serious injury in an emergency
landing as a result of the static inertial
load factors specified in § 27.561(b) and
dynamic conditions specified in § 27.562.

(b) Each occupant must be protected
from serious head injury by a safety belt
plus a shoulder harness that will prevent
the head from contacting any injurious
object except as provided for in

(i) Each seating device system
includes the device such as the seat, the
cushions, the occupant restraint system,
and attachment devices.

(j) Each seating device system may
use design features such as crushing or
separation of certain parts of the seats
to reduce occupant loads for the
emergency landing dynamic conditions
of § 27.562; otherwise. the system must

§ 27.562(c)(5). A shoulder harness (upper
torso restraint), in combination with the
safety beIt, constitutes a torso restraint
system as described in TSO-C114.

(c) Each occupant's seat must have a
combined safety belt and shoulder
harness with a single-point release. Each
pilot's combined safety belt and
shoulder harness must allow each pilot
when seated with safety belt and
shoulder harness fastened to perform all
functions necessary for flight operations.
There must be a means to secure belts
and harnesses, when not in use, to
prevent interference with the operation
of the rotorcraft and with rapid egress in
an emergency.

•••••
(h) The structure must be designed to

give each occupant every reasonable
chance of escaping serious injury in a
crash landing when-
• • • • •

remain intact and must not interfere
with rapid evacuation of the rotorcraft.

(k) For the purposes of this section, a
litter is defined as a device designed to
carry a nonambulatory-person, primarily
in a recumbent position, into and on the
rotorcraft. Each berth or litter must be
designed to withstand the load reaction
of an occupant weight of at least 170
pounds when the occupant is subjected
to the forward inertial factors specified
in § 27.561(b). A berth or litter installed
within 15° or less of the longitudinal axis
of the rotorcraft must be provided with a
padded end-board, cloth diaphram, or
equivalent means that can withstand the
forward load reaction. A berth or Jitter
oriented greater than 15° with the
longitudinal axis of the rotorcraft must
be equipped with appropriate restraints.
such as straps or safety belts. to
withstand the forward load reaction. In
addition-

[lJ The berth or litter must have a
restraint system and must not have
comers or other protuberances likely to
cause serious injury to a person
occupying it during emergency landing
conditions; and

[2J The berth or litter attachment and
the occupant restraint system
attachments to the structure must be
designed to withstand the critical loads
resulting from flight and ground load
conditions and from the conditions
prescribed in § 27.561(b).

PART 29-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY ROTORCRAFT

(3) Each occupant and each item of
mass inside the cabin that could injure
an occupant is restrained when
subjected to the following ultimate
inertial load factors relative to the
surrounding structure:

(i) Upward-4g.
(iI) Forward-16g.
(iii) Sideward-8g.

5. The authority citation for part 29
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1344, 1354(a), 135S,
1421, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1428, 1429. and 1430; 49
U.S.C. 106(8) (Revised Pub. L. 97-449, January
12.1983).

6. By amending § 29.561 by revising
paragraphs [b) [introductory text). [b)(3),
(c), and [d) to read as follows:

§ 29.56 t General.

•••

•

•

•

•

•

[C) Each seat and its supporting
structure must be designed for an
occupant weight of at least 170 pounds
considering the maximum load factors.
inertial forces, and reactions between
occupant, seat, and safety belt or
harness corresponding with the
applicable flight and ground load
conditions, including the emergency
landing conditions of § 27.561(b). In
additlon-

(1) Each pilot seat must be designed
for the reactions resulting from the
application of the pilot forces prescribed
in § 27.397; and

(2) The inertial forces prescribed in
§ 27.561(b) must be mulliplied by a
factor of 1.33 in determining the strength
of the attachment of-

(i) Each seat to the structure; and
[iiI Each safety bell or harness to the

seat or structure.
(g) When the safety belt and shoulder

harness are combined, the rated strength
of the safety belt and shoulder harness
may not be less than that corresponding
to the inertial forces specified in
§ 27.581(b), considering the occupant
weight of at least 170 pounds,
considering the dimensional
characteristics of the restraint system
installation, and using a distribution of
at least a 6O·percent load to the safety
belt and at least a 4o-percentload to the
shoulder harness. If the safety belt is
capable of being used without the
shoulder harness, the inertial forces
specified must be met by the safety belt
alone.

]
'.5

a(t)dt. [, /"HIC - ltz-tl) hz-tll
'1
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Where: a[l) is the resultant
acceleration at the ceDter of gravity of
the head form expressed .... multiple of

rotorcraft's lateral' axis is perpendicular
to a vertical plane containing the impact
velocity vector and the rotorcraft',
longitudinal axis. Peak floor
deceleration must occur in not more
than 0.031 secoads after impact and
must reach a minimum of 3Og's.

[2J A change in forward velocity of
. not less than 42 feet per second when
the seat or other seating device is
oriented in its nominal position with
respect to the rolorcraft's reference
system, the rotorcraft's longitudinal axis
is yawed 10· either right or left of the
impact velocity vector (whichever
would cause the greatest load on the
shoulder harness), the rotorcraft'.
lateral axis is contained in a horizontal
plane containing the impact velocity
vector, and the rotorcraft·s vertical axis
is perpendicular to a horizontal plane
containing the impact velocity vector.
Peak floor deceleration must occur in
not more than 0.071 seconds after
impact and must reach a minimum of
18.4g·s.

(3J Where floor =ls or floor or
sidewall noar attachment devices are
used to Bttach the weating devices to the
airframe structure for the conditions of
this S"ection, the rails or devices must be
misaligned with respect 10 each other by
at least 10' vertically [i.e. pitch out of
parallelJ and by at least a 10· lateral
roll, with the directions optional, to
account fOt' possible floar warp.

(c) Compliance with the following
must be shown:

(I) The seating device sys'lem must
remain intact although it may
experience separation intended as part
e>f its design.

{ZJ The allachment between the
seating device and the airframe
I1nJcture must remain intact although
the structure may have exceeded its
limill"ed. ,

[3J The AIDs shoulder harness strap
or straps must remain on or in the
immediate vicinity of the ATD's
shoulder during the impact.

[4J The safety belt mllst rnmain on the
Am's pelvis during the impact.

[5} The Am's head either does llot
contact any portion of the crew or
passenger compartment or, if contact is
made, the head impact does not exceed
a head injury criteria [HIC) of 1,000 as
determined by this equation.

(g)' ••
[II The door, integral stair, and

operating mechanism' have been
subjected to the inertial forces specified
in paragraph (c!l of this section, acting.
separately relative to the surrounding
structure.

(dJ There must be reasonable
provisions to prevent the jamming of
any external door. in a minor crash 88 a
resull of fuselage deformatioll lmder the
following ultimate inertial forces excepl
far cargo or service doors not luitabht
for use' as; an exit in an emergency:
(lJ Upward-l.5g.
(2) Forward-4.0g.
(3) Sideward'-2.0g.
(4) Downward-4.Og.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

g [the acceleration of gravity) and \, - h
is the time duration, in seconds, of major
head impact. nol to exceed 0.05 seconds.

[6J Loads in individual shonlder
harness straps must not exceed 1,150
pounds. U dual straps are used for
retaining the upper torso, the total
harness strap loads must Dot exceed
2,000 pounds.

[7) The maximum compressive load
measured between the pelvis and the
lumbar column of the Am must not
exceed 1,500 pounds.

[d) An alternate approach that
achieves an equivalent or greater level
of occupant protection, 8S required by
this section, must be lubstantiated on a
rational basis.

8. By amending § 29.783 by revising
paragraphs (d) and (g)[lJ 10 read as
follows:

§ 29.783 Doo....

9. By amending 129.785 by revising
paragraphs (aI, lb)' (c). (f). and 19} and
by adding new paragraphs (i). (j), and
(k) to read as follows:

§ 29_785 se""berths, ..lety btlls, IIllf
harnesses.

la) Each seat, safety belt. barness, and
adjacent part of the rolorcrafl at each
st.ation designated for occupancy during
takeoff and landing muB! be free of
potentially injurious objects. sharp
edges, proluberances, and herd surfaces
and must he designed so that e person
making proper use of these facilities will
not suffer serious injmy in an emergenq
landing as a resalt of the inertial faclo1's
specified in I 29.581(b) and dynamic
conditions specified in I 29.582.

(b) Each """upant lIUlSt be protected
from serious head injury by • safety belt
1'10•• shanlder harness that wiII prnvent
the head from contacting any injurious
object. except as provided for in

1..,
_(t)dt .[

1 /"
(t2-t"1) (t2-t1 J"", '1HIe·

(Iv) Downward-20g. after the intended
displacement gf the seat device.

(c) The supporting structure must he
designed to reatrain under any ultimate
inertial load factor up to those specified
in this paragraph, any item of ma..
above and/or behind the crew and
passenger compartment that cauld
injun an occupant if it came Loose in an
emergency landing. Items of mass to be
considered include, but are not limited
to. roton. transmission. and engines.
The items of mass must be restrained for
the following nltimate inertiaJ load
fadors:
(lJ Upward-l.5g.
[2J Forward-8g.
(3J Sideward-2g.
[4J Downward-4g.

(d) Any fuselage structure in the area
of internal fuel tanks below the .
passenger floor level must be designed
to resist the following ultimate inertial
factors and loads, and to protect the ruel
tanks from rupture, if rupture is likely
when those loads are applied to that
area:
(1) Upward-loSg.
(2J Forward-4.Og.
(3) Sideward-2.Og.
(4J Downward-4.llg.

7. By adding a new l29.562 to read as
follows:

§ 29.562 Emergency landing dynamic
conditions.

(a) The rotorcran, although it may be
damaged in a crash landing, muB! he
designed to reasonably protect each
occupant when-

(lJ The occupant properly uses the
sea't.. safely belts, and shoulder
harnesses provided in the design; andl

(2) The occupanl is exposed 10 loads
equivelent to those rnsulling from the
conditioDB' preacdbed in this section.

(bJ Each seat type design or other
seating device approved for crew or
passenger occupancy dUring takeoff and
fanding must successfully complete
dynamic tests or be demonstrated-by
rational analysis based on dynamic
tests of a similar type seat in
accordance with the following criteria.
The tests must be conducted with an
occupant simulated by a 170-pound
anthropomorphic test dummy (AmJ, as
defined by 49 CFR 572, Subpart B, or its
equivalent. sitting in the normal upright
position.

(i) A change in downward velocity of
not less than 30 feet per Itecond when
the seat or other seating device is
oriented in its nominal position with
respect to the rotorcraft·s reference
system, the rotorcraft's longitudinal axis
is canted upward 60- with respect to the
impact velocity vector. and the
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§ 29.562(c)(5). A shoulder harness (upper
torso restraint). in combination with the
safety belt, constitutes 8 torso restraint
system as described in TSO-C114.

(c) Each occupant's seat must have a
combined safety belt and shoulder
harness with a single-point release. Each
pilot's combined safety belt and
shoulder harness must allow each pilot
when seated with safety belt and
shoulder harness fastened to perform all
functions necessary for flight operations.
There must he 8 means to secure belt
and harness when not in use to prevent
interference with the operation of the
rotorcraft and with rapid egress in an
emergency.

(I) Each seat and its supporting
structure must be designed for aD
occupant weight of at least 170 pounds,
considering the maximum load factors.
inertial forces. and reactions between
the occupant, seat. and safety belt or
harness corresponding with the
applicable flight and ground-load
conditions, including the emergency
landing conditions of § 29.561(b). In
addilion-

(1) Each pilot seat must be designed
for the reactions resulting from the
application of the pilot forces prescribed
in § 29.397; and

(2) The inertial forces prescribed in
§ 29.561(b) must be multiplied by a
factor of 1.33 in determining the strength
of the attachment of-

(i) Each seat to the structure; and
(ii) Each safety helt or harness to the

seat or structure.
(g) When the safety belt and shoulder

harness are combined, the rated strength

of the safety belt and shoulder harness
may not be less than that corresponding
to the inertial forces specified in
§ 29.561(b}. considering the occupant
weight of at least 170 pounds.
considering the dimensional
characteristics of the restraint system
installation, and using a distribution of
at least 8 60·percent load to the safety
belt and at least a 40-percent load to the
shoulder harness. If the safety belt is
capable of being used without the
shoulder harness, the inertial forces
specified must be met by the safety belt
alone.

(i) Each seating device system
includes the device such as the seat, the
cushions, the occupant restraint system
and attachment devices.

OJ Each seating device system may
use design features such as crushing or
separation of certain parts of the seat in
the design to reduce occupant loads for
the emergency landing dynamic
conditions of § 29.562; otherwise. the
system must remain intact and must not
interfere with rapid evacuation of the
rotarcraft.

(k) For purposes of this section. a litter
is defined 8S a device designed to carry
8 nonambulatory person, primarily in a
recumbent position, into and on the
rotorcraft. Each berth or litter must be
designed to withstand the load reaction
of an occupant weight of at least 170
pounds when the occupant is subjected
to the forward inertial factors specified
in § 29.561(b). A berth or litter installed
within 15G ar less of the longitudinal axis
of the ratorcraft must be provided with a
padded end-board. cloth diaphragm, or

•

••

••

•

•

•

•

•
(e) There must be means to minimize

the probability of the jamming of any
emergency exit in a minor crash landing
as B result of fuselage deformation
under the ultimate inertial forces in
§ 29.783(d).

equivalent means that can withstand the
forward load reaction. A berth or litter
oriented greater than 15 G with the
longitudinal axis of the rotorcraft must
be equipped with appropriate restraints,
such as straps or safety belts, to
withstand the forward reaction. In
addition-

(1) The berth or litter must have a
restraint system and must not have
comers or other protuberances likely to
cause serious injwy to a person
occupying it during emergency landing
conditions; and

(2) The berth or litter attachment and
the occupant restraint system
attachments to the structure must be
designed to withstand the critical loads
resulting from flight and ground load
conditions and from the conditions
prescribed in § 29.561(b}.

10. By amending § 29.609 by revising
paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 29.809 Emergenc)' exit arrangement.

Issued in Washington. DC. on November 3-.
1989.
James B. Busey,
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 89-26532 Filed 11-9-89; 6:45 am]
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